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Panel abstract
When looking at a map of nuclear installations (both planned and actually realised), we can find a
curious feature. A large number of nuclear reactors, waste dumps and reprocessing plants are
situated near national borders. Some of this can be explained by technical requirements, such as
the need for cooling water from rivers or the sea. Economic concerns often played a role, too,
such as the ambition to sell electricity to neighbouring countries. However, as decisions about the
siting of nuclear facilities were often controversial, having fewer of one’s own citizens near a
nuclear site seemed advantageous to policy makers. Moreover, marginal communities in border
areas seemed less likely to reject promises of progress and jobs.
Such siting decisions did not go unnoticed at the other side and usually caused reactions and
unintended consequences at different levels. Firstly, at the local level: when a decision was made
for a nuclear site close to a border, policy makers suddenly found themselves confronted with
opponents from two different countries. Critics of nuclear power often started to cooperate
transnationally. Secondly, at the nation-state level: border sites occasionally led to diplomatic
difficulties, even across the Iron Curtain. Thirdly, at the international level: international
organizations, including the European Communities, (unsuccessfully) attempted to set rules for
such cross-border issues.
This panel analyses the implications of siting nuclear facilities at national borders in a
comparative and transnational perspective. Drawing research from the HoNESt – History of
Nuclear Energy and Society project, we will compare societal and political responses and trace
transnational cooperation, interaction, and perceptions on a Swedish reactor (viewed from
Denmark and Sweden), a French fast breeder, and a West German nuclear reprocessing and
waste dump in the Cold War. Hence we will be able to draw some more general conclusions with
a view to the implications of “siting at the border”.

Per Högselius (KTH Stockholm) will be commentator at the session
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Individual contributions
“Vad ska väck? Barsebäck!”: The Barsebäck power plant in Swedish energy politics
Arne Kaijser
The Barsebäck power plant is located 20 km from Copenhagen and the Swedish cities Malmö,
Lund and Landskrona are also within a 30 km radius. When the power plant was planned in the
mid-1960s the location seemed ideal with short distances to many consumers in both Sweden and
Denmark.
In 1972 a critical debate on nuclear power began in both Sweden and Denmark and Barsebäck
became a symbol for the risks of nuclear energy, attracting large-scale protest-marches from 1977
with participants from both Sweden and Denmark. From the mid-1980s, the Danish government
demanded its close down. Barsebäck has thus had a special significance in Swedish energy
politics, and was also chosen as the first plant to be closed.
The paper will analyze how the anti-nuclear movement, the power industry and the local and
national politicians in Sweden argued and acted about Barsebäck, but also how they interacted
with their colleagues on the Danish side.

“20 km from Copenhagen market square”: Danish perspectives on the Swedish nuclear
power plant Barsebäck
Jan-Henrik Meyer
In Denmark, the decision to go nuclear was deferred in the 1970s in the face of a rising antinuclear movement. In the mid-1980s, Denmark forewent nuclear power altogether. However,
“20 km from Copenhagen market square”, as the anti-nuclear activists continued to stress, the
Swedish nuclear power plant at Barsebäck became the main symbol and target of anti-nuclear
activism in Denmark.
In conjunction with Arne Kaijser’s paper on the Swedish debate on Barsebäck, this paper will
enquire into the Danish perspective on Barsebäck, based on the records of the Danish antinuclear movement. It will enquire into the political debate, the actitivism, and the cross-border
cooperation in the annual marches, including the difficulties and advantages of transnational
cooperation. Furthermore, it will trace the changing official position and Danish diplomatic
activities against the reactors so close to their capital.

Breeding transnational responses: The Superphénix fast breeder reactor: cross-border
collaboration, protest and consequences
Markku Lehtonen
This paper examines the development of and mobilisation against the first-of-its kind industrial
prototype fast breeder reactor, Superphénix, constructed between 1976 and 1985 in CreysMalville, near the Swiss and Italian borders. The decision to approve the construction of

Superphénix in 1976 led to massive demonstrations, which entailed violent confrontations
between the police and the demonstrators, and left deep marks in the French anti-nuclear
movement and in the French public consciousness. The paper focuses on the tensions stemming
from the strong European cross-border dimension of Superphénix, explores the implications for
both anti-nuclear movements and for European nuclear-sector collaboration. It specifically
analyses the two European cross-border dimensions of Superphénix: 1) transnational
collaboration in the mobilisation against the reactor, and 2) the set-up of the project itself as a
French-German-Italian joint endeavour, entailing also the plan to build a “sister” reactor (SNR2)
in Germany.
Crossing Permeable Borders at the Gorleben Nuclear Facility
Astrid Mignon Kirchhof
Gorleben, a West German municipality in Lower Saxony, just a stone-throw from the East
German border, was selected as the site for a nuclear reprocessing plant and waste storage facility
in 1977. According to some, the decision was made in retaliation for the construction of East
Germany’s final repository at Morsleben, directly on the border to West Germany at Lower
Saxony. The Gorleben decision provoked West Germany’s biggest protest ever until that time.
Demonstrations continued in the 1980s, with activists at times freely crossing the border into
East German territory. They sat on the East German shore of the Elbe River, which formed the
border, playing guitar and mockingly singing the parole they themselves had so often heard „go
to the other side if you don’t like it here!“. This presentation will examine the cross-border
interaction and political response, demonstrating the permeability of the Iron Curtain and
borders in general.
The goal is to integrate all papers into a common, fully transnational account on nuclear sites at
borders.

